
The Parallel Forum 

t° b Mjdrid before the hosting of the Budapest meeting was 
ce  sethed, and, at the time, Hungary undertook to allow the 
u°ini s e full range of activities for nongovernmental organiza- 

tions in Budapest as had taken place in Madrid. The au- 
thqrities in Flungary warned that the parallel forum could 
'odstur,  b the atmosphere and the work of the official 

).er f in
This statement was incomprehensible. The pur-

g  nok of the parallel forum was not to disturb or provoke or 
e pu F 

ninder, but rather to enhance. An essential part of the 
plan( 

 Th  Helsinki process is contact among citizens of participating 
rdere  states. 

Finally, the Hungarians said that the government  rep- 
d, tt 
• „ résentatives at the official forum could express their opin- 
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jolts freely. There was, therefore, no need for the private 

-117, forum. However all government representatives are goy-
n  ernment-designated. In Eastern Europe that means that 

thdse ideologically hostile to the governments are excluded 
ohibi froin official delegations. A private forum would involve 
g 
 ex 

dhanges that could not take place in the official forum. 
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—The real reasons 

	

nce 	If the stated reasons for prohibition were not the real 
I NMI ; :1 • .:reasons, what were the real reasons? Western delegates to 

tues the!official forum reported that the Hungarians were under 
hevy pressure from the Czechs and the Soviets to cancel 
thel alternative forum. Tolerance in any Eastern European 
country  is a threat to the regimes in all of those countries, 

Dns fo bédause of  the  risk of demands for imitation. The Soviets 
med  'havle a special interest, because Communist dominance 
r clos me4, ns Russian dominance, something the Soviets want to 
e sYn maintain. The Hungarians yielded to that pressure, but 
"s c°11  onlY in a perfunctory way. They acted as surrogate  re- 
ointe sors for the Soviets, but did the minimum possible. By 
m 
 I
nient  prOhibiting the meeting publicly, they gave the appearance 

131 n  of àuccumbing to the Soviets. By waiting until the last 
lies e; indinent, after everyone had arrived, and then allowing the 
re°vel  méèting to take place in private residences, they, in effect, 
LY as t cireumvented the Soviet demands. 
al Ad 1 What happened, nonetheless, did have a repressing 
to sa: efféct. By declaring the parallel forum prohibited, the 

Lcatei Hungarians delegitimized it in the eyes of their own eh-
- Theizens. For those cultural figures in Hungary already black-
iccoin list,ed and denied all work because of their cultural 
utth activities, or for those under arrest who were released at 
ratiO thel beginning of the official forum, that sort of delegitim-
Can izafion did not really matter. However, for the Hungarian 

me") cultural figures not totally alienated from the regime, the 
rvice prohibition  had to have an intimidating effect. The absence 

of permission  was an implicit threat against those Hun-
1 fron garians who participated. Still, the whole incident was very 
sisten riun garian. Gyorgy Bence in a report to the Helsinki 
s. Th Federation titled: "Censorship and Alternative Modes of 
iIadr Cunural Expression in Hungary," delivered at the Federa-
Iumal ton meetings held in conjunction with the parallel forum, 
r. Tb wnite that censorship in Hungary was "bashful." 

	

its wa 	Hungary prides itself on being the most liberal of the 
Eastern  European countries. It does not wish tà appear 

it hat ovèrtly oppressive. Instead, it operates wherever possible, 
fore by pressure and suggestion, behind closed doors. Its main 
privab we:Mon is discrimination against those who do not go 
hat  tu  along, a substantial weapon, indeed, in a country where 
;ary a thé state controls everything. Although Westerners found  

the Hungarian government's behavior puzzling, Hun-
garians considered it predictable. 

Canadian response 
What should the Canadian response have been to this 

incident? Once the Soviets and Czechs started pressuring 
for cancellation, and before the Hungarian government 

RENOÉSRSÉG MENTES KULTÛRÂT! 

CENZÛRA NÉLKÜLI MÜVÉSZETETI 

decided what to do, Canada joined with other Western 
nations in asking the Hungarians to allow the parallel 
forum to take place. In a sense what happened was a 
compromise, allowing the Hungarians to accede, in some 
way, to the pressures from both sides. After the Hungarian 
government decision had been reached, a number of West-
ern governments commented on it. The US made a strong 
statement, deploring the decision of the government of 
Hungary, calling it a violation of Hungarian commitments, 
and delivered an official protest to the Hungarian 
authorities. The Common Market made a statement on the 
matter. So did a number of individual European countries. 
Canada, however, said nothing. The time for Canada's 
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